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ABSTRACT

Psychogenic nonepileptic seizures (PNES) are common and potentially harmful – both physically and emotionally – events. They are often under or misdiagnosed. Not only neurologists managing epilepsy, but also generalists and ER physicians should be aware of its existence, preventing unnecessary tests, as well as, iatrogenic interventions. The assistance provided to these patients is often inadequate, even at larger and busier epilepsy centers. That clearly impacts on the prognosis of this condition, which is fairly difficult to manage per se, yet with the best possible quality of care, including well trained multiprofessional teams.
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RESUMO

Crises não-epilépticas psicogênicas: uma revisão

Crises não-epilépticas psicogênicas (CNEP) são eventos comuns e potencialmente prejudiciais, tanto física quanto emocionalmente. São comumente subdiagnosticas ou mesmo diagnosticas erroneamente. Não apenas neurologistas envolvidos com o tratamento de epilepsia, mas também clínicos gerais e principalmente médicos em unidades de emergência deveriam estar cientes de sua existência, evitando exames desnecessários e possível iatrogênese. A assistência a estes pacientes é frequentemente inadequada, mesmo em grandes centros de atendimento a epilepsia, aspecto que impacta de forma definitiva no prognóstico destes pacientes. O manejo destes casos é habitualmente difícil, mesmo em ambientes com equipes multiprofissionais bem treinadas com este propósito.

Unitermos: crises não-epilépticas psicogênicas, comorbidades psiquiátricas em epilepsia.

Psychogenic nonepileptic seizures (PNES) are paroxysmal events that resemble epileptic seizures but lack organic substrate. Acknowledgment of psychogenic phenomena is supported by fairly consistent descriptions since Hypocrates (-400 BC) and Araetueus (-200 BC) and later on by Gowers and Charcot (at the end of XIX Century), just to allude to the classic reports. Terminology maybe differ according to their time, but in common, they all attempted to distinguish “epileptic seizures” from episodes often described as “hysteria”. And they did it – quite succesfully – by the means of pure observation of the clinical expression on such events. Now, why would they and others to follow develop such interest on these patients and their intriguing “seizures”? It could certainly be the clinical exuberance of these episodes, their elevated recurrence rates or the difficult management of such ca-
ses. Those were good as reasons then, as they remain excellent motivation for research today. However, their attention might have been triggered the notion of how frequent these “seizures” were observed on patients, particularly the institutionalized ones. In fact, it was later understood that psychogenic symptoms may represent 1% of overall neurological care and up to 10% of all neurological cases at the inpatient setting. Specifically, an estimate of the prevalence of PNES suggests figures in the vicinity of 2-33 individuals per 100,000, which makes this condition a highly interesting neuropsychiatric diagnosis. At the epilepsy clinic up to 20% of the patients may present with PNES and this might escalate to 40% in the setting of a tertiary epilepsy center. The coexistence of epileptic and PNES varies according to different authors with citations between 10 and 50%. Such discrepancy may be related to the analysis of distinct populations and the use of different criteria and methodology. The undisputed fact, however, is the prevalence of women with the diagnosis of PNES with a 1:4 proportion likely to represent an honest estimate.

Understanding (and accepting) the high prevalence of PNES is pivotal in its care. That makes one aware of the condition and may prevent at least two undesirable consequences of neglecting this diagnostic hypothesis. First, because of their often alarming presentation, patients with PNES are frequently referred to emergency rooms where they are prone to iatrogenic procedures. “Status epilepticus” is not an uncommon diagnosis on these patients and massive doses of diazepinics or phenytoin may be unnecessarily used. There is at least one report of a deadly consequence in a 17 years old young man misinterpreted as “status epilepticus” (being in fact a factitious disorder) and going into electromechanical dissociation and irrecoverable cardiorespiratory arrest following a phenytoin load. Secondly, PNES may cost US$ 100-900 million (per year) in equivocal procedures and treatments intended to treat wrongfully diagnosed “epilepsy”.

Hence, how to establish the correct diagnosis of PNES? That is certainly not always a straightforward task. A set of clinical features may help inducing the suspicion of PNES based on history, including emotional trigger factors, elevated seizure frequency that is never changed by medication, seizures that are never witnessed, lack of physical trauma in somewhat aggressive seizures, expressing excessive concern or – on the contrary – lack of concern regarding seizures, history of sexual abuse and the history of repeatedly normal tests on multiple evaluations for epilepsy. In witnessed or recorded seizures, the nonphysiological progression of movements, out-of-phase movements, extremely prolonged dystonic posturing or even opisthotonus, eyes kept closed throughout the entire event or seizures induced by suggestion are among the semiological features to take in account for the diagnosis of PNES. VideoEEG documentation of the suspicious events remains the gold-standard diagnostic tool for confirmation of PNES. It is important to keep in mind the need to record – whenever technically possible – all the suspicious events, given the possibility that some of them may indeed represent legit epileptic seizures in a so-called “mixed” patient (with epileptic, as well as, PNES). Hormonal testing – i.e, the premise of prolactin elevation in epileptic seizures and not on PNES – is disputed on different epilepsy centers as a valid diagnostic tool for PNES. Pregnancy, lactation, sexual activity, breast manipulation and the use of several drugs may interfere on prolactin levels jeopardizing its diagnostic value in this setting. There are also reservations about inducing procedures on distinct epilepsy centers. Avoiding a trust breach between the attending physician and the patients and their families is what prevents inducing PNES in some institutions. The rational for its use, however, is that inducing procedures are considered effective in 30-100% of the attempted cases, which clearly justifies its recommendation in some protocols.

If diagnosing PNES may impose a bit of a problem in many patients, trying to understand what is behind these events – or their neurobiological basis – constitutes a true challenge. In “mixed” patients (presenting with both epileptic and PNES) it is very tempting to blame it on psychiatric phenomena that is extremely prevalent in people with epilepsy with an increase of at least two-fold compared to the general population. However, psychiatric symptoms may or may not have a time-locked relation to epileptic phenomena. A multiplicity of diagnostic instruments is available and may be used on clearly non-homogeneous populations leading to conflicting results. Finally, there may very well be specific psychiatric disorders of epilepsy which are not sensible to the available instruments and scales. Evidently in “pure” patients (i.e., where PNES are the only presentation) there is rich psychopathology justifying the events. Dealing with the psychiatric diagnosis in this condition however, has proved to be a complex task. There have been attempts to a systematic classification of PNES based on DSM-IV criteria. Somatoform disorders are largely the basis for PNES, particularly of the conversion type. Dissociation disorders represent a group considered by many “essential” in the diagnosis of PNES as it encompasses conditions in which there is fragmentation of consciousness, memory, identity and environment perception, phenomena commonly seen on “epileptic-like” seizures. Finally, the clear intention to produce symptoms – with either an obvious or more obscure secondary gain – as seen on malingering and factitious disorder, respectively is an often difficult to recognize feature in these conditions.
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) may be key in the diagnosis of PNES. This fascinating experience involves being exposed to or having witnessed a dramatic episode cursing with the potential risk of death or severe injury. The concept requires that the individual exposed perceives intense fear, horror or hopelessness, feelings to be reenacted on situations to follow. History of some sort of trauma may be obtained on 40-100% of PNES patients, as is the case with abuse, on 20-70% of the cases. Specific patterns of stress responses are likely to explain the development of PTSD, with citations on hormonal, genetic and anatomic – among other – clinical evidences.

Diagnosing PNES carries elements of technicality and a systematic approach tends to facilitate this effort. On the other hand, delivering the diagnosis to patients and families and later on trying to treat these cases is often difficult. Prognosis on these patients varies according to the psychopathology involved, as well as, the level of care and specialized support available in each setting. The literature expresses such differences, alluding to a broad range (25 to 87%) of favorable prognosis. No doubt these discrepant figures are related to variations on therapeutic protocols but also on the concept of what is considered a "good" prognosis.

To conclude, PNES are common and potentially harmful – both physically and emotionally – events. They are often under or misdiagnosed. Not only neurologists managing epilepsy, but also generalists and ER physicians should be aware of its existence, preventing unnecessary tests and iatrogenic interventions. The assistance provided to these patients is often inadequate, even on larger and busier epilepsy centers. That clearly impacts on the prognosis on this population, which is fairly difficult to manage per se, yet with the best possible quality of care, including well trained multiprofessional teams.
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